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We are interested in: comprehend what radicalization is and how it can happen at grassroots sport level 
understanding which capacities and competences should be upgraded at grassroots level for a better use of 
sport in facing societal challenges.

Radicalization has been defined as the social and psychological process of increasing commitment to extremist 
political or religious ideology. Radicalization is thought to occur during adolescence or shortly afterwards 
among young adults who are impressionable and seek to resolve personal negotiations of identity. Typically 
adolescence is a period of maturation in which young people experiment with their identity, group 
relationships, political ideologies and their place in the world.

If you are a coach, a teacher, a person who works with young people or in social contexts where these issues 
are frequently faced and you have a story to tell, send it to us!
You will see your story published in our website, you will contribute to the development of the CORPLAY 
educational resources and to the construction of a “counter-narration”, helping to set up the tools and 
guidelines useful to respond to learning needs.

The stories are in interview format,  visit the website (www.corplay.eu) to download the form. 
Send your material at: info@corplay.eu

The scope of CORPLAY project is to enhance the role of sport in preventing 
youth radicalization, by developing a sport grassroots innovative 
approach to tackle intolerance, xenophobia and discrimination leading to 
extremism, while increasing youth participation in sport
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CORPLAY web platform is now online
Through the web platform we are sharing main information about the project;  the literature review and 
the stories that we are collecting on (de)radicalization and sport.  We created the structure of the contents 
to disseminate outcomes and knowledge and to provide learning tools to coaches, teachers, sport manager 
who face problems due to behaviour related to radicalization.
Visit our website: www.corplay.eu

See the literature review
The literature review published on the website is organized by topics (crime, gender, politics, racism, other) 
and each title has its in-depth sheet.
When it is possible, articles and books are linked to their open access.
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